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(54) Electro-hydraulic controller for automatic transmissions

(57) An electro-hydraulic controller (10) having a
plurality of solenoid operated valves
(52,54,56,58,60,62) mounted in inlet and outlet ported
valving cavities (14,16,18,20,22,24) on a non-metallic
manifold block (12). The manifold block (12) has inlet
(28,30,32,34,36,38) and outlet (40,42,44,46,48,50)
ports sealed by a gasket (222) for communication with

corresponding ports in a metallic base (176) to which
the manifold block (12) is attached. The base (176) is
sufficiently rigid to resist prohibitive deflection when ex-
posed to the forces of fluid pressure when secured over
the open hydraulic channels of an automatic transmis-
sion shift circuit deck. The non-metallic manifold (12)
may be fabricated to "Net Shape" without costly second-
ary operations to achieve critical dimensions.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to shift control-
lers for power transmissions employed in motor vehicles
and particularly automatic transmissions employed in
light trucks and passenger cars.
[0002] Heretofore, it has been desirable to have elec-
tronic controlling of the shifting in the vehicle automatic
transmission and particularly desirable to integrate the
electronic control circuitry with that employed for engine
operational control in order to optimize the driveability
and shift response of the transmission.
[0003] In known vehicle automatic transmissions, a
plurality of solenoid operated shift control valves are
mounted on a manifold which is attached to the trans-
mission housing; and, the manifold is ported to commu-
nicate with corresponding fluid passage ports formed on
the deck of the transmission housing. Heretofore, such
known electro-hydraulic control manifold assemblies
have utilized metal for the manifold in order to provide
the requisite stiffness when exposed to the hydraulic flu-
id pressure in the passages formed in the transmission
deck. However, a metal manifold has required costly
machining operations to provide the valving chamber
cavities and porting arrangements for receiving the so-
lenoid valves and for making hydraulic connection to the
ports on the transmission housing.
[0004] Thus, it has been desired to reduce the cost of
manufacturing the manifold assembly without increas-
ing the complexity or jeopardizing the reliability and re-
sistance to the hydraulic pressures encountered.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] The present invention provides an electro hy-
draulic controller having a plurality of solenoid operated
valves mounted on a manifold assembly which has a
manifold block formed of non-metallic material attached
by fasteners to a base formed of metallic material with
the manifold ported to receive fluid through the base into
respective individual valving cavities for the solenoid
valves and the return flow through the base through out-
let ports associated with each valve. A sealing gasket is
disposed between the manifold block and the base and
secured therebetween for sealing the flow ports therein.
A gasket is provided under the base for attachment of
the assembly to appropriate fluid passages formed on
a vehicle transmission housing.
[0006] The invention thus provides for a one-piece
manifold block which is formed of non-metallic material
which may be molded with the ports and valving cham-
bers thereon formed to finished dimensions, and thus
eliminates the requirement for costly machining opera-
tions and thereby provides significant cost savings in the
manufacture of the assembly. The manifold block in the
present invention is preferably formed of plastic material

preferably partially filled with particulate glass material;
and, may be fabricated preferably by molding to "Net
Shape" without costly machining operations to achieve
critical dimensions.
[0007] The base is preferably cast from metallic ma-
terial and does not require subsequent machining. In the
present practice of the invention it has been found sat-
isfactory to form the base of material selected from the
group consisting essentially of (a) aluminum, (b) mag-
nesium, (c) steel stamped from sheet stock and (d)
equivalents thereof.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] FIG. 1 is an axonometric view of the manifold
assembly of the present invention; and,
[0009] FIGS. 2a and 2b complete an exploded view
of the assembly of FIG. 1 divided along parting line I-I.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0010] Referring to the drawings, the electro-hydrau-
lic control assembly of the present invention is indicated
generally at 10 and has a manifold block 12 formed with
a plurality of valving cavities 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24
formed therein in spaced relationship and preferably
aligned. Each of the aforesaid valving cavities has re-
spectively formed therein a supply port 28, 30, 32, 34,
36, 38; and, spaced from each aforesaid supply port an
outlet port denoted respectively 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50 is
provided in each of the valving chambers.
[0011] Into each of the valving cavities 14 through 26
is received a solenoid operated three-port valve having
an inlet port, control signal outlet port and exhaust port
and denoted respectively 52, 54, 56, 58, 60, 62. It will
be understood that each of the solenoid valves 52
through 62 has provided thereon a seal ring denoted re-
spectively 64, 66, 68, 70, 72, 74 which seals in the re-
spective valving cavity to isolate the supply port from the
control signal outlet port thereon. Each of the solenoid
valves 52 through 62 has its control signal outlet port
thereon (not shown) communicating respectively with
one of the outlet ports 40 through 50 in the respective
valving cavity. Each of the solenoid valves 52 through
62 has provided thereon an inlet port denoted respec-
tively 76, 78, 80, 82, 84, 86 which communicates re-
spectively with one of the inlet ports 28 through 38
formed in the valving cavities.
[0012] Each of the solenoid valves 52 through 62 has
a control signal outlet port provided thereon on the op-
posite side of the respective sealing ring 64 through 74
from the inlet ports, which control signal outlet ports are
not visible in FIG. 2a, but which nevertheless are dis-
posed on the valve to communicate with respectively
with one of the outlet ports 40 through 50 formed in the
valving cavity.
[0013] Each of the valves 52 through 62 also has a
second sealing ring thereon (not shown) located on the
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opposite side of the control signal port from the illustrat-
ed sealing ring which second unshown sealing ring func-
tions to isolate the control signal outlet port from the ex-
haust port (not shown).
[0014] Referring to FIG. 1 and FIG. 2a, manifold block
12 has an extension 26 formed on one side thereof and
located in the spacing intermediate valving cavities 20,
22 and which extension has formed therein an enlarged
valving cavity 88 spaced adjacent a second enlarged
valving cavity 90. Cavities 88 and 90 are formed in a
side of the manifold generally at right angles to the di-
rection of alignment of solenoids 52 through 62. The ar-
ea of the manifold 12 adjacent the valving cavity 90 is
undercut to provide a pair of oppositely disposed slots
92, 94. Slots 92, 94 are engaged respectively by tabs
denoted 96, 98 formed on opposite sides of the large
solenoid valve 100 by bayonet twist locking arrange-
ment and which is effected by inserting valve 100 in cav-
ity 90 with tabs 96, 98 oriented at right angles to the
direction shown in FIG. 2a and then rotating the valve
100 through a quarter turn to engage the tabs 96, 98 in
the slots 92, 94.
[0015] Valving cavity 90 has an inlet port 102 formed
in the bottom thereof; and, cavity 88 similarly has an inlet
port 104 formed in the bottom thereof. It will be under-
stood that each of the valving cavities 88, 90 has pro-
vided therein an outlet port denoted respectively
106,108 which communicates with an unshown outlet
port provided in the undersurface of manifold 12.
[0016] Similarly an enlarged solenoid valve 110 is pro-
vided in valving cavity 88 and is retained therein by twist
lock assembly of lugs 112, 114 provided thereon into
grooves 116, 118 formed on the opposite sides of the
cavity 88 in a manner similar to the aforesaid procedure
for the installation of valve 100. Although the outlet ports
on the undersurface of manifold which communicate
with outlet ports 106, 108 are not shown in FIG. 2a, they
communicate with apertures 106', 108' shown in FIG.
2a in the gasket hereinafter described.
[0017] The upper surface of the manifold block 12 is
formed generally at right angles to the surface in which
valving cavities 14 through 24 are formed; and, the up-
per surface has a plurality of spaced pressure sensing
cavities 120, 122, 124, 128 preferably aligned thereon
with each of the cavities 120 through 128 communicat-
ing respectively with a selected one of the valving cav-
ities 14 through 24, the choice depending upon the de-
sired transmission shift program. Each of the cavities
120 through 128 has received and sealed therein a pres-
sure switch denoted respectively 130,
132,134,136,138.
[0018] The solenoids 52 through 58 and pressure
switches 130, 132, 134 are held in place by a common
bracket 140 having a generally right angle configuration
in transverse section which has a plurality of open slots
142, 144, 146, 148 spaced therealong and located such
that the opposite sides of each slot engage a corre-
sponding groove (not shown) on each of the solenoids

52 through 58. The portion of bracket 140 formed at right
angles to the slots 142 through 148, has formed thereon
and spaced therealong apertures 149, 150, 152 which
are each received over corresponding portions of re-
spectively one of the pressure switches 130, 132, 134
and the sides of each of the apertures engage the sur-
face of the respective pressure switch and retain same
in the block 12.
[0019] Similarly a second bracket 154 having a gen-
erally right angle configuration in transverse section is
provided and has slots 156, 158 formed, the sides of
which engage grooves (not shown), formed in respec-
tively each of the solenoids 60, 62 for retaining same in
the block 12. Apertures 160, 162 are formed in the por-
tion of bracket 154 at right angles to the slots 156, 158
and are received over respectively the pressure switch-
es 136, 138 and the sides of the apertures bear against
the top of the respective pressure switch retain same in
the block 12. The brackets are secured to the block 12
by suitable fasteners (not shown) passing through ap-
ertures 164, 166, 168, formed in the brackets and en-
gaging corresponding apertures in the block.
[0020] It will be understood that each of the pressure
switches 130 through 138 has electrical terminals ther-
eon which extend upwardly through the apertures 149
through 162; and, two of the electrical terminals are in-
dicated typically at 172,174 for the pressure switch 130.
Terminals such as 172, 174 are adapted for connection
to an unshown external electrical lead frame or wiring
harness. It will be understood that each of the solenoids
52 through 62,100,110 also have similar terminals as
shown in FIG. 2a typically at 175, 177, 179, 181 for ex-
ternal connection thereto.
[0021] In the presently preferred practice of the inven-
tion, the manifold block 12 is formed by molding as a
one piece member complete with the valving cavities
and associated ports and is formed of a suitable resin-
ous material which has, for example, nylon material hav-
ing about one-third fractional fill of glass particulate ma-
terial. However, it will be understood that other suitable
non-metallic materials may be employed which are ca-
pable of molding and compatible with the hydraulic fluids
and temperature and environmental conditions of auto-
motive transmission service. The manifold block 12 is
thus able to be fabricated to "Net Shape" without costly
secondary operations, such as machining operations,
to achieve critical dimensions.
[0022] Referring to FIGS. 2a and 2b, a base member
176 has a generally flat plate configuration and is formed
of metallic material with a plurality of upstanding spaced
stanchions or spacers denoted by reference numerals
178, 180, 182, 184, 186 formed preferably integrally
therewith and which are located for receiving fasteners
(not shown) therethrough for attachment to a transmis-
sion. In the present practice of the invention the base
176 and spacers are formed integrally as one piece of
preferably cast material. In the presently preferred prac-
tice, base 176 is formed of material selected from the
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group consisting essentially of (a) aluminum, (b) mag-
nesium material, (c) steel stamped from sheet stock and
(d) equivalents thereof; however, it will be understood
that other metallic materials may be employed which will
provide a part which is able to withstand, without pro-
hibitive deflection, the forces of the hydraulic fluid pres-
sures acting over the exposed surface area exposed to
the passages formed in the hydraulic deck of the vehicle
automatic transmission housing.
[0023] Base 176 has spaced apertures 188, 190
formed therethrough and located thereon so as to be
aligned with the outlet passages 102, 104 formed in the
bottom of the valving cavities 90, 88 in the manifold
block 12. A separate aperture 191, 192 is formed
through base 176 and located thereon to correspond
with an outlet port (not shown) on the undersurface of
the manifold block 12 which unshown outlet port com-
municates respectively with one of the outlet ports 106,
108 in the valving cavities 88, 90.
[0024] Base 176 has a pair of spaced slots 194, 196
formed therethrough and located thereon to each coin-
cide with one of the inlet and outlet ports 28, 40 formed
in valving cavity 14.
[0025] A second pair of slots 198, 200 are formed
through base 176 in spaced arrangement and located
so as to coincide each with one of the inlet and outlet
ports 30, 42 formed in the valving cavity 16. A third pair
of slots 202, 204 in base 176 in spaced arrangement
and located thereon so as to each coincide with one of
the inlet and outlet ports 32, 44 formed in the valving
cavity 18 in block 12.
[0026] A fourth pair of slots 206, 208 is formed through
the base 176 and each is located so as to align with one
of the inlet and outlet ports 34, 46 formed in the valving
cavity 20 in manifold block 12.
[0027] A fifth set of slots 210, 212 is formed through
base 176 and located thereon so as to each align with
one of the inlet and outlet ports 36, 48 formed in valving
chamber 22 of the manifold block 12.
[0028] A sixth set of slots 214, 216 is formed through
base 176 in spaced arrangement and located so as to
each coincide with one of the inlet and outlet ports 38,
50 formed in the valving chamber 24 of manifold block
12.
[0029] The base 176 is attached to the undersurface
of manifold block 12 by a plurality of fasteners indicated
typically at 218 which pass through appropriately locat-
ed apertures or clearance holes indicated typically at
220 appropriately located on base 176 so as to permit
the fasteners to threadedly engage taped holes (not
shown) provided on the undersurface of manifold block
12.
[0030] The ports on the upper surface of base 176 and
the undersurface of manifold block 12 are sealed by an
appropriately configured gasket 222, which in the pres-
ently preferred practice of the invention is formed pref-
erably of material selected from the group consisting es-
sentially of (a) paper and (b) elastomeric material al-

though other suitable materials may be employed. The
gasket 222 has passages formed therein corresponding
to the inlet and outlet ports for each of the valves 52
through 58, 60, 62,100,110 and which conform to the
slots or apertures formed in the base 176 and are de-
noted by corresponding reference numerals primed (e.
g., 194', 196'... 188', 190'...).
[0031] Referring to FIG. 2b, a second gasket 224 is
provided for sealing the undersurface of the base 176
against the unshown surfaces of the vehicle transmis-
sion housing. In the presently preferred practice the gas-
ket 224 is formed of a substrate such as, for example a
plastic frame, such as, for example a nylon frame having
resilient seal material disposed thereabout in strip or rib-
bon-like form for facilitating sealing about the various
ports in the gasket which are located to coincide with
the inlet and outlet ports for the solenoid valve.
[0032] In particular aperture 226 is sealed for commu-
nication with slot 196; aperture 228 sealed for commu-
nication with slot 194; aperture 230 sealed for commu-
nication with slot 200; aperture 232 sealed for commu-
nication with slot 198; aperture 234 sealed for commu-
nication with slot 202; aperture 236 sealed for commu-
nication with slot 204; aperture 238 sealed for commu-
nication with slot 208; aperture 240 sealed for commu-
nication with slot 206 and aperture 188; aperture 242
sealed for communication with aperture 190; aperture
243 sealed for communication with port 192; aperture
245 sealed for communication with port 191; aperture
244 sealed for communication with slot 212; aperture
246 sealed for communication with slots 210, 214; and,
aperture 248 sealed for communication with slot 216.
[0033] The gasket 224 is attached to the undersurface
of the base 176 for shipment by any convenient expe-
dient as, for example, barbed clips formed on the gasket
(not shown) or separate mechanical clips (not shown).
It will be understood that the apertures in the gasket 224
are located to connect the various inlet and outlet ports
in base 176 with the pattern of hydraulic passages em-
ployed on the particular automatic transmission to which
the assembly 10 is intended for attachment.
[0034] The present invention thus provides an elec-
tro-hydraulic controller having a plurality of solenoid
valves mounted on a non-metallic and preferably plastic
manifold block which may be molded to provide the pre-
cision cavities for receiving and sealing the solenoid
valves and providing the appropriate ports for the valves
and to set dimensions without machining. The manifold
block is attached to a metallic base which is preferably
of cast aluminum and which has the requisite stiffness
to resist the hydraulic pressure forces applied thereto
upon attachment of the complete controller assembly to
the hydraulic passages formed in the deck of the trans-
mission housing. The present invention thus provides
an easy to manufacture and reduced cost controller for
providing electrical shift control of a vehicle automatic
transmission.
[0035] Although the invention has hereinabove been
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described with respect to the illustrated embodiments,
it will be understood that the invention is capable of mod-
ification and variation and is limited only by the following
claims.

Claims

1. An electro-hydraulic controller assembly compris-
ing:

(a) a manifold formed of non-metallic material
with a plurality of spaced supply ports formed
therein and a plurality of spaced valving cavi-
ties each communicating with one of said sup-
ply port with each cavity having a transfer port;
(b) an electrically operated valve mounted in
each of said cavities with the outlet of the valve
communicating with the respective transfer
port;
(c) a base formed of metallic material having a
plurality of inflow apertures therethrough with
one of said inflow apertures located to corre-
spond with each of said supply ports and a plu-
rality of outflow apertures each located to cor-
respond with one of said transfer ports; and,
(d) means securing said manifold to said base
including a first gasket disposed between said
manifold and said base and sealing therebe-
tween; and, a second gasket disposed against
a surface of said base distal said manifold and
adapted for sealing between said base and a
surface of an engine.

2. The controller assembly defined in claim 1, wherein
said manifold is formed of polymeric material and
said base is formed of aluminum material.

3. The controller assembly defined in claim 1, wherein
said manifold is formed of polymeric material frac-
tionally filled with particulate glass material.

4. The controller assembly defined in claim 1, wherein
said base is formed essentially of aluminum mate-
rial.

5. The controller assembly defined in claim 1, wherein
said second gasket includes elastomeric material.

6. The controller assembly defined in claim 1, wherein
said base is formed of cast aluminum material.

7. The controller assembly defined in claim 1, wherein
said first gasket is formed from the group consisting
essentially of (a) paper and (b) elastomeric materi-
al.

8. The controller assembly defined in claim 1, wherein

said means securing said manifold to said base in-
cludes threaded fasteners.

9. The controller assembly defined in claim 1, further
comprising a bracket secured to said manifold op-
erative for retaining each of said electrically operat-
ed valves in said cavity.

10. The controller assembly defined in claim 1, further
comprising at least one pressure responsive switch
attached to said manifold for sensing pressure in at
least one of said cavities.

11. The controller assembly defined in claim 10 in-
cludes a bracket secured to said manifold operative
for retaining each of said electrically operated
valves and said at least one pressure switch.

12. A method of making an electro-hydraulic controller
comprising:

(a) forming a manifold of non-metallic material
with a plurality of spaced supply ports therein
and a plurality of spaced valving cavities and
communicating each valving cavity with one of
said supply ports and forming an exit port in
each cavity;
(b) disposing an electrically operated valve in
each of said cavities and communicating the in-
let thereof with the supply port and communi-
cating the valve outlet with said exit port;
(c) forming a base of metallic material having a
plurality of inflow apertures and a plurality of
outflow apertures therethrough and disposing
said base adjacent said manifold with said in-
flow apertures communicating with said supply
ports;
(d) disposing an inflow and outflow ported first
gasket between said manifold and said base
and securing said base to said manifold and
sealing said gasket therebetween with the ports
aligned; and,
(e) disposing a second gasket adjacent a sur-
face of base distal said manifold for sealing
base on an engine.

13. The method defined in claim 12, wherein said step
of securing said base to said manifold includes ro-
tating threaded fasteners.

14. The method defined in claim 12, wherein said step
of forming a manifold includes forming a manifold
of polymeric material fractionally filled with particu-
late glass.

15. The method defined in claim 12, wherein said step
of forming a base includes forming a base of mate-
rial selected from the group consisting essentially
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of (a) aluminum, (b) magnesium, (c) steel stamped
from sheet stock and (d) equivalents thereof.

16. The method defined in claim 1, wherein said step
of disposing a first gasket includes disposing a first
gasket of material selected from the group consist-
ing essentially of (a) paper and (b) elastomeric ma-
terial.

17. The method defined in claim 1, wherein said step
of disposing a second gasket includes disposing a
gasket including elastomeric material.
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